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A JOURNEY OF GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
2003
Participated more than 20
exhibitions in all over the world and
Turkey. ADK expended its client
portfolio.

Ottoman (Empire) Beige Quarry
started to operate in Egirdir/
ISPARTA.

In order to increase production
capacity, a serious investment for
heavy duty machines and marble
machinery was made.

ADK MARBLE added new products
to its portfolio.

ADK Marble started to operate
Classic Beige Quarry in 2018.

By the beginning of 2022, new
machines have been purchased from
Italy to meet increasing needs of the
customer. ADK MARBLE continues to
grow everyday with fast and strong
strides.

ADK MARBLE founded in ISTANBUL
as a marble trading company.

2005

ABOUT US
ADK MARBLE is currently a top ranked marble supplier with two privately owned quarries, an ultra-modern and high
technology factory, and an international sales network that is growing day by day. It is mainly export-oriented company,
currently exporting to four different continents.
Through the years, we are proud to have supplied materials for several prestigious national and international projects,

2007

ADK MARBLE started to operate
first quarry in Mut/MERSIN.

2009

all over the world. Our aim is to widen our marble collection by constantly adding new colors and exotic materials,
transforming our factory to the place where you can make your design ideas into a reality!
Our goal is to become the leading marble company in Turkey and eventually in the region, by constantly delivering
materials for prestigious projects.

2010

Second Ottoman (Empire) Beige
Quarry started to operate in same area.

make BRAND out of it and building permanent, strong and reliable relationships with our customers while meeting the

2012

international standards of the stone industry.

2014

ADK MARBLE opened the
high-technology factory in Bucak with
Italian machinery for slabs and tiles
productions.

2017

ADK MARBLE opened the hightechnology factory in Bucak with
Italian machinery for slabs and tiles
productions.

2020

In addition to Burdur Beige, ADK
Marble added colored and exclusive
stones to its product portfolio in 2020.

2016

2018

2022

Creating a strong brand identity for our products, we are not only producing marble in our factory, we are aiming to

OUR FACTORY
We are able to realize highly exclusive projects worldwide.

Location: Bucak Industrial Zone, Burdur/Turkey
•

Strategic position, being close to ADK Marble own quarries in Isparta and Burdur, and also being only 75 km far from
both Antalya port and Antalya International Airport.

Total Area: 5.000 sqm indoor area in a total of 10.000 sqm area.
Production Capacity: 30.000 sqm production capacity monthly.
Machiner y Line:
•

2 units of Gaspari Menotti Gangsaw

•

1 unit of Diamond BM 100 S/800 Gangsaw

•

1 unit of Gaspari Menotti Polishing Machine (18 Heads)

•

1 unit of Prometec Resin Line

•

2 units of GMM Bridge Cutter

•

Other special finishing equipments

When you visit ADK MARBLE, you can see a full range of Turkish marbles from more than 50 different quarries.
Offering unique materials with exceptional qualities, ADK MARBLE factory meets the most demanding
expectations that design projects can create.
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OUR FACTORY

OUR QUARRIES
ADK Marble owns 2 main marble quarries: Burdur Beige (Yesilova/Burdur) and Empire Beige (Egirdir/Isparta).
Heavy duty equipments: 4 loaders, 4 excavators and 2 dump trucks.
Production capacity: 30.000 Tons/Per year.
Quarrying and sustainability: Commitment to environmental protection and workplace safety precautions are followed
strictly through all the production process.
We produce and carefully select Burdur Beige blocks from our own quarry, to be exported as rough blocks or to be
processed into slabs and cut to size materials in our factory.

The cut to size materials are manually selected, one by one, according to the reference samples. We constantly produce Burdur
Beige in standart sizes and also special sizes in different colors according to the project requirements.
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OUR PRODUCTS
CLASSIC BEIGE
SCL
It is the timeless beauty which has been higly
demanded in commercial and residential
projects for several decades. ADK Marble
has its own power since being a quarry
owner of this material. It is perfect choice for
indoor and outdoor applications. ADK Marble
supplies Burdur Classic Beige SCL marble
from own quarry in Burdur province.

CLASSIC BEIGE
RLK
This material is a classic and well-known
product, due to its beautiful design and
uniform structure, which makes it a great
option for large scale projects. It is the
most preferred product of luxury hotel and
residential projects.

DELUXE BEIGE
If you want to create a timeless classic
look, this light beige marble with its delicate
white veins and spider design, is a great
option. It can be used as a main material

ADK Marble has been expanding its
portfolio day by day and keeps the
satisfaction of its customers at the
highest level all over the world.
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in many types of different projects, such
as floorings, staircases, various surface
finishes, decorations as well as countertops
for bathrooms and kitchens.
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BRUNO PERLA
delicate yet dramatic white veining. In its

ALEXANDRETTE
BLACK

glossy finish and rich brown color, this material

Alexandrette Black with its intense black

immediately creates an eye-catching appearance

background and its delicate white and gold

to the design.

veins adds a noble and luxurious ambiance

The veins give the environment an elegant

to your interior. It can be used for flooring,

Bruno Perla is an intense brown marble with

movement and the shades of brown color add
warmth, structure and naturalness to your home.
Bruno Perla is a special element to be paired
with neutral tiles to create stunning marble

bookmatched wall coverings and especially
for luxury fireplace…
It reflects perfectly its elegance with its

countertops, statement kitchen islands, fireplace

shiny finishing and also leather finishing

surrounds, and wall cladding.

too.

FUSION BLACK

NARCISSE
The charm of this bold marble when it
comes to the scene of contemporary
interior

design

projects

is

simply

fascinating. With its cloudy brown
shades,

Narcisse

makes

an

ideal

choice to create a warm, cozy and yet
contemporary settings.

CAMELOT GREY
Uniqueness and originality of the Camelot
Grey are luminous white veins and tiny gold
sparkles. Exude elegance and matches with
many colors with its earthy tones. It has a
unique structure and natural beauty.
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It’s a one of a kind of material, like
its name. This black marble makes
you get lost in its mysterious beauty.
Thanks to its black color that gives
quality and elegance to any setting;
that is why it’s a great option to add
a

magical

touch

to

your

designs.

FUSION BLACK
GOLD
Fusion Black Gold selection contains gold
veins unlike the Classic Fusion Black.
It gives a unique atmosphere to both
classic projects and more moderns, with its
gold veins that stands out from all shades.
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TITANIUM GREY

CALACATTA VERDE

This stylish grey marble with cool blue

With its harmonious of green and grey color veins

undertones always gives a distinguished

on its pure white surface, Calacatta Verde recalls

appearance, no matter how it is used. It is

the harmonious movements of the clouds floating

aesthetically calming while still maintaining

through the sky, the result is a relaxing and dreamy

a very high level of sophistication.

atmosphere. This timeless color works in any

The veins lined in light and dark gray are

space from the kitchen to the living room and

almost a symbol of the dynamism in nature.

compliments any style of furniture, artwork, and

Whether on floors or walls, its usage will be

accessories.

neutrally stylish.

TUNDRA BLUE
Tundra Blue is a trending material with its
grey and blue shades in it. From the design
ideas to the latest architectural projects,
grey expresses both sophistication and
grace. Just like our Tundra Blue from ADK
MARBLE.
Its conservative beauty and neutrality,
combined with other marble colors, makes

LILAC
It is doubtless that Lilac is one of the most
beautiful white marbles from Turkey.
With its pure white background and its dramatic
dark purple veins, Lilac has gained in popularity
among top designers and architects who
appreciate its clean look and sophistication.

a perfect combination for your projects.

CASCATA GREY
Density

of

brownish

veins,

GOLDEN SPIDER

smoky

Golden Spider, which is kind of dolomite

and milky grey hues of this grey

has enigmatical thin, gold veins like

marble invite you noble atmosphere.

spiders

Cascata Grey’s colour harmony offers

differentiate from marble due to its solid

peerless decorative options for walls,

structure. Gold and orangish veins of this

countertops and creates neutral areas

dolomite make desirable appearance for

for kitchens.

exterior-interior wall and floor application,

on

pure

white

ground

and

countertops and more.
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EMOTION GREY

SAHARA NOIR
The deep black marble with dramatic

Emotion Grey is another outstanding

white and gold veins can transform

trend material from our grey palette. It

your design from the ordinary to the

features a smoky gray color tone with

luxurious and will transport you to a

soft shadowy white veining. Modern and

true oasis of well-being.

sophisticated, this distinctive material

It is an ideal choice for accent walls,

is with no doubt a prestige material in

countertops, backsplashes, and even

the interior design world.

marble flooring, and other features
where an element of drama is desired.

STORM GREY

This marble features a deep black

Storm Grey, with its polished and honed

background with luxury dynamic golden

surface

stunning

veins, it is equally impressive as a mural

property for all places. Light grey veins

art or a decorative centerpiece for your

add a fanciful view and give lots of

interiors. If you want to create a chic

usage options like flooring and wall

and artistic interior, Nero Picasso is the

applications.

perfect piece to complete the setting.

suggest

naturally

OCEAN BLUE
Ocean Blue got its name because of its
serene and comfortable appearance
but

also

because

of

its

deep,

magnetic and mysterious presence.
It’s always an elegant choice for
dynamic and luxury spaces. It’s possible
to create impressive finishings at
everywhere with this kind of blue color.
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NERO PICASSO

PORT LAURENT
This natural stone shows a magnificent
contrast between its brown background
and intense orange veins reminding
us of flash lightening in the dark
night. It is perfect for countertops
and bookmatched wall coverings. Port
Laurent marble communicates energy,
luxury and distinctness.
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RAINBOW ONYX
A splash of colors for luxury lovers. This
multi-colored stone creates a stunning
aesthetic to any interior. It’s called
Rainbow because it features intense
layers of gold, ivory, red, brown and
orange veins, giving this material a rich
and dazzling character that leaves no
one indifferent. When backlit, the color

AQUA GREEN
Aqua Green’s admirable light green veins add
an eye-catching beauty to your places. This
gorgeous marble contributes a sophisticated
touch to countertops, kitchens, bathrooms and
more.

of this stone creates an immense impact.

YELLOW ONYX
Yellow Onyx reflects the lights of

INVISIBLE GREY
This unique color is called in three different names
in different continents in the world; Invisible Grey,
Iceberg and Cote D’Azur.

different shades of gold. This onyx

This is definitely one of the most elegant materials

is suitable for interior furnishings of

for premium and exclusive architecturally designed

luxury settings. Yellow Onyx is available

projects. This magnificent marble brings to mind

in slabs and also it can be produced

wide-open frozen sensations with its bluish-white

for

background, marked with frosty and intense grey

made-to-measure

creations.

veins. It is the perfect choice to create stunning

Let the show begin!

waterfall designed islands and backsplashes in
kitchens…
For those who love “OUT-OF-THE-ORDINARY!”

SOFITA BEIGE

ROSSO VENATO

Sofita beige marble has distinguishing red

It’s one of the luxuries white dolomite with red

earth toned veins on creamy background.

veins. Amazing and pure white background with

Excellent

bookmatched

thin veins of soil tones that just give unique

applications and also wide places like

design to this product. Ideal solution who

exterior-interior wall and floor of business

wants to ensure a sense of luxury.

choice

for

centers, hotels and villas.
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GREY HARMONY
Nobody can stand out against timeless,
enduring and luxurious beauty of this marble! Its
grey surface and reddish veins bring out a sense
of charming tranquility and it adds magnificent
beauty, most specially for fireplaces and wall
coverings.

BLUE LAGOON

WE DO NOT ONLY MANUFACTURE BUILDING MATERIALS

This marble features a grey background

FOR CONSTRUCTION; WE ALSO ADD VALUE TO YOUR LIFE

contrasted with extraordinary gold veins. Its

WITH OUR PRESTIGIOUS PRODUCTS THAT WILL BRING

thick and moving gold veins add desirable
aspects of the designs.

SIGNATURE OF ADK MARBLE FOR YEARS IN YOUR LIFE.

Bookmatched application of this marble
shows the uniqueness and purity of your
places especially on wall coverings and
also its decorative side occur perfect coffee
tables.

ROSSO LEVANTO
It is a unique dark red marble from Turkey.
Rosso Levanto comes with dramatic white
veins, giving an elegant look to interior
designs.

This

provocative

and

material leaves no one unimpressed!
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intense

www.adkmarble.com

HEAD OFFICE

FACTORY

Sahrayıcedit Mahallesi

Çamlıca Osb Mahallesi

Atatürk Caddesi Mesa Koz No:69/207

Bucak Organize Sanayi 1754 Sokak No:14

Kadıköy/İstanbul/TURKEY

Bucak/Burdur/TURKEY

+90 216 301 12 35

+90 248 317 12 35

+90 216 301 12 36

+90 248 317 12 34

S T Oinstagram.com/adkmarble
N E C ATALO G U E
info@adkmarble.com

